
Transform everyday interactions 
into precise experiences.
Build a unified digital foundation 
Consumers now live, work, and play in a world driven by decisive moments — and it’s forever changed their 
buying journeys. From search to like to buy, every experience must be personal and consistent across plat-
forms, devices, and offline communications. For your brand to deliver these experiences with precision, you 
need a unifed digital foundation. 

Our partnership is driving serious success 
Together, Merkle and Oracle have what it takes to connect brands with real people. Our partnership com-
bines Merkle’s leading people-based marketing solutions with Oracle’s leading marketing technologies —
enabling data to drive insights. We blend that intelligence with brand strategy to shape and customize every 
customer interaction. 

UNDERSTOOD BY DATA

It’s only possible to build long-
lasting relationships with people 
you know. Data is the core of 
understanding people. It powers 
discovery, insights, and synthesizes 
high-fidelity audiences. 

EMPOWERED BY DATA

Machine learning, AI, and real-time 
decisioning fuels efficient contextual 
intelligence. It’s how you know 
what’s happening in real-time, 
and how you ensure you deliver a 
relevant, next-best experience. 

CONNECTED BY DATA

In today’s digital world, experiences 
— online and offline — are becoming 
more fluid, and consumers are 
expecting consistency. We help 
you connect data and technology 
to deliver seamless, cross-channel 
experiences.

Artwork left to right: Data by Gregor Cresnar from the Noun Project. Data by Nirbhay from the Noun Project, Wireless network by Gilbert Bages from the Noun Project



RESULTS

Maximized 56M views on key 
trailers and promos

Received an average of  
12M viewers per episode

Ready to build the ultimate digital foundation?
Meet with one of our world-class, Oracle-certified specialists and we’ll show you how to do it.  Connect with us today to 
schedule a live demonstration on how Merkle brings precise experience to life. Visit http://www2.merkleinc.com/omc. 

MERKLE AT A GLANCE

We’re a leading destination for actionable people-based data solutions and custom Oracle Marketing Cloud 
implementations along with data integration deployments. Merkle enables brands to turn their Oracle Marketing Cloud 
investments into tailored precise experiences. Simply call or email us to get started.

Judie Beshanky | Oracle Alliance Lead, Merkle | 312.845.2805 |  jbeshansky@merkleinc.com

We’ve delivered over 500 successful precise experiences. Here are just a few examples of how our 
partnership with Oracle Marketing Cloud has helped brands solve their digital marketing challenges.

GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT BRAND

To transform promotion strategy 
for new episode releases, we 
leveraged the benefits of Oracle’s 
BlueKai data management platform 
to generate audience insights.  
We then aligned creative and 
customer journey designs for each 
audience segment. 

GLOBAL ENERGY BRAND

We leveraged Oracle’s Responsys 
solution to develop an email 
marketing program that effectively 
scaled with the size of the 
company and its goal of delivering 
personalized communications. We 
decreased development time and 
reduced the probability of errors. 
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LARGE TECHNOLOGY BRAND

We developed a B2B lead nurturing 
program from the ground up on the 
Oracle Eloqua platform. The program 
included persona-driven messaging, 
cloud-connected retargeting, 
nurture streams based on product 
and industry, and a robust reporting 
dashboard to measure progress. 

RESULTS

64% increase in CTOR
40% increase in unique CTR

19% increase in MQL's 
26% increase in revenue 

RESULTS

50% reduction in email 
revision efforts 

2% decrease in company 
error rates

Scaled global email marketing 




